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Senior Frontend Developer
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0700 48 63 17
Telefonplan, Stockholm

github.com/thibautRe
thibaut.re

Professional experience
Fyndiq - Lead Frontend Developer

September 2015 - Present

I took the lead to introduce new technologies and frameworks
(React, Webpack, ESLint, Jest) in our platform, decreasing the size
of our mobile web application by 20%.
I designed and created a data-visualisation app to show order and
product statistics to the merchants selling via our platform.
I architectured and developed an open-source library of React
components used by 4 of our internal and external websites. This
helped reducing the time to market for most of our newer web
products, as well as creating a united feeling across our sites

Technologies
React
Redux
Webpack
Babel
Next.JS
Jest - Enzyme
ESLint - Prettier
Lerna
Storybook
PostCSS
Koa

I am currently leading the conversion of our entire shopping
platform to React (previously jQuery and Backbone), in a team of 4
github.com/fyndiq/fyndiq-ui

Optimus - Lead App Developer

January 2018 - Present

I am currently developing an application for Optimus, a start-up in
Stockholm. I lead a team of 3 React-Native developers, and we are
hoping to release the application in May 2018
optimusapp.com

Technologies
React-Native
Redux

Domora - Frontend Developer & Cofounder 2013 - 2015

Technologies

Domora is a hardware startup focusing on the interoperability of
connected devices. We created a new business from the ground up
in a team of 4. My job, aside from helping to design the features of
the product and presenting it to the press and exhibitions, was to
design and develop the mobile application, and the website.

Cordova
KnockoutJS
RequireJS
Grunt

optimusapp.com

Other interests
Frontend World

Open Source & Open Data

The frontend world is in constant
move and it's for the best. Following
it is my passion and trying out new
frameworks or components is what I
love.

Contributing to open-source is
something I like doing, and would
like to do more.

The frameworks I'm the most
interested in trying in a large-scale
applications are Svelte + Sapper and
Hyperapp

Design and UX
I believe that a good frontend
developer can add a great value to
the user experience, through the use
of micro-interactions.
Designing an interface is something
that I can and like to do

I am also a contributor to the
OpenStreetMap project, and created
more than 100 000 objects in 40
countries

Languages spoken
- French (Mother tongue)
- English (Fluent)
- Swedish (Intermediate)
- German (Intermediate)
- Spanish (School level)
Education
2014 - M. Sc. Telecom Suparis
Engineering School, France

